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• Become familiar with Context Free Languages.

• Use the Context Free Language Pumping Lemma.

• Gain understanding of High Level description of a Turing Machine.

Interesting Article:

“Regular Patterns, Regular Languages and Context-Free Languages” [1]
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Question 01

Show that the following language is not CFL using the CFL pumping lemma:

A = {aibjck | 0  i  j  k}
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We can begin by building our intuition. Whatis andisn'tin the language?
NOT:anabs, accable, amabo,

IN: E, abc, aabbcc, abbecc,

suppose, for a contradiction. Ais a CFL. Then by the CFL pumping lemma, there is a

pumping length such thatfor every string seh where Istip, then

S =vrxyzwhere

orixy"zEL for each is0.

2 vy =2

3 Ivxy)
=
p.

Consider w =aPbPcP,where W-L Since itsatisfies the constraints andIwIIp since

P+P +P =3P =
P. So, by thCFLpumping lemma, w

=vrxyzfor some v,v, x, y,zwhere

the above conditions hold.

There are two cases:

randy each contain one type ofsymbol. Then itmustbe thatone ofthe symbol a,bic do notappear
in vory.

i) Ifa does notappear, then orixy'z will contain the same number ofas but les bis or is. So orixyz 42.

ii) If b dos notappear, similarly to i) vrixyz EL.
iii) Ifc dos notappear, similarly to i) rixyzeL.

2 When v ory contains more then one type ofsymbol, then orxy'zwill have symbok outoforder.

so. Urxyz e L.

Therefore, by the CFL pumping lemma, Ais nota CFL.
u

Remember closing statement!

il a...ab...bc...c where V contains only b's

warw and
y only contains

c's.

P P P

L vx y Z

un

P where V contains both as

2 a ...ab...bc...c
and b, so ifpump we will

2 w w from aaaaabbbbbc
P P P

U r xy Z

U V X y z
obtain a a aa ababababbbbbbbcc (m

P where the string is notin L.



Question 02

Show that the following language is not CFL using the CFL pumping lemma:

B = {0n#02n#03n|n � 0}
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We startby identifying some strings thatare andare notin the language.
NOT:OHOHO, E, HOH, HOA,

IN:0H00 #000, ##,

Suppose, for a contradiction, B is a CFL. Then by th CFL pumping lemma,
there is

a pumping length p such thatfor every string seB where IsIIp, then

3 =0vxyz where Importantpartof th
proof!Do notomit.

·wixyz e for each: 20. L

a vy F
E suppose p =a thn

00 #0000 #000000

3 lxy) =
p which is in the language.

Consider w =P H 0
2 #04, Hen WEB andIu12p, so by th CFL pumping lemma,

0 =UVxyzfr some V, v, x, y, z
where the above conditions hold.

To avoidcontradicting, we know thatneither v nory contains A, since otherwise orxyzhas

atleast3 #'s so 0vxyz -> B.

...0 #00H0 where v =#0, the pumping
wouldresultin

000000#000000 only for visual
P 2P 3P

00H0#0000000000 learning, notin
"Vxy Z

which wouldnotbe in B. th proof!

Because of3, atleastone of0p,020,04 have no symbol in vory,so
when we

pump up to roxy'z, we cannothave a string ofform OPHO2PAGBP since the ratio (i2:3 ofOs

will nothold in atleastone place, so vrixy'z ¢B.

0... 0 #0 ... 0H0...O Where V=0, then pumping
wouldresultin

un u 00A0000000000

r x y2 Z
3P

000 #0000
#000000

which wouldnotbe in B.

Hence by th CFL pumping lemma, B is nota CFL.



Question 03

Give a high level description of a Turing Machine which decides:

C = {02n | n � 0}

Hint: Review page 143 in the Textbook.
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NoT:2,000,

IN: 0,00,0000,

We begin by creating our turing Machine M which decides C.

M ="On inputstring wi

1. sweep leftto rightacross tape, crossing offevery other 0.

G. a) Ifthere was only one 0 on the tape in step 1, accept.

b) IfHere was an oddnumber (which wasn't1) on the tape in step 1, reject.
3. Return head to leftend oftape.
4. Go to Step 1."

Remember this is an informal description

This is a high level descriptive:

English prose
to describe algorithm, ignoring implemention details.

Atthis level:no need to mention how in manages
its tape or head.

Format

Inputto im:string
Objects other than strings as inputmustbe

represented as string.
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